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Plan

• Motivation: Light dark sectors 

• Emerging jets 

• … with flavour 

• … everywhere
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Dark Sector!
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that v-particles are produced via a Z ′ decay; some of the
v-hadrons produced in v-hadronization can then decay
back to standard model particles, via an intermediate
state Z ′ or Higgs boson. This is illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 1. V-hadron production in Higgs boson de-
cays was considered in [7]. Here, we will consider a dif-
ferent scenario, in which the v-hadrons are produced in
LSsP decays. In particular, as illustrated schematically
in Fig. 2, production of SM superpartners leads, through
cascade decays, to the appearance in the final state of
two LSsP’s. If the LSvP is lighter than the LSsP, then
the LSsP will typically decay to an LSvP plus one or
more v-hadrons, some of which in turn decay visibly. For
simplicity we assume in this paper both that R-parity is
conserved and that the LSvP itself is stable; if either is
violated, the phenomenology may be richer still.
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FIG. 1: Schematic view of production and decay of v-hadrons.
While LEP was unable to penetrate the barrier separating the
sectors, LHC may easily produce v-particles. These form v-
hadrons, some of which decay to standard model particles.

Let us now consider how phenomenology of LSsP de-
cays in hidden-valley models may differ in some ways
from LSsP decays in other models. First, since the LSvP
is a v-hadron, its decay to the LSvP may be accompanied
by one or more long-lived R-parity-even v-hadrons, pos-
sibly with a substantial multiplicity. Some or all of these
v-hadrons may in turn decay to visible (but often rather
soft) particles. This decay pattern may make the decay
products of the LSsP challenging to identify. An example
of how this could occur in SM chargino-neutralino pro-
duction is shown in Fig. 3. The two LSsP’s (χ0

1) decay
to a v-quark Q and a v-squark Q̃∗; after hadronization,
a number of R-parity-even v-hadrons and two R-parity-
odd LSvP’s (R̃) emerge. Some of the R-parity-even v-
hadrons then decay to visible particles, leading to a busy
and complex event. Second, many different v-hadronic
final states may appear in LSsP decays, just as a large
number of QCD hadronic states appear in τ and B de-
cays. Acquisition of a large sample of events may there-
fore require a combination of search strategies. Finally,

since the LSsP and/or some of the v-hadrons it produces
may be long-lived and decay with highly displaced ver-
tices, discovery and study of these events may require
specialized, non-standard experimental techniques.
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FIG. 2: Schematic view of production and decay of SM su-
perpartners. Each superpartner decays to hard jets/leptons
and an LSsP; the LSsP then decays to an LSvP plus other
v-hadrons, some of which decay to softer jet/lepton pairs.
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FIG. 3: The production and subsequent decay of a chargino
and neutralino, showing the two LSsPs decaying to various
v-hadrons, some of which decay visibly. Invisible R-parity-
even (-odd) v-hadrons, are shown as solid (dashed) lines; in
particular, an LSvP, labelled R̃, is produced in each of the
LSsP decays.

The reverse situation — where the LSvP is heavier
than the LSsP — is typically less dramatic, but still wor-
thy of note. It leaves the bulk of SM SUSY signals un-
changed, but can in some cases produce spectacular and
challenging signals of its own. It will be discussed briefly
below.
Meanwhile, analogous statements apply, with only a

few adjustments, in other models with a conserved Z2

Strassler, 2006

Hidden Valleys:
Strassler, Zurek, 2006
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Sub-weak scale motivation
• Dark baryons good (asymmetric) DM candidates 
‣ Relic abundance  →  

• Twin Higgs 
‣ Twin QCD with  

• SIMP DM 
‣                      annihilations for  

• Pheno: Only started looking there!
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Dark QCD
�5
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• SU(N) dark sector 
with neutral  
“dark quarks”  

• Confinement scale 

• DM is composite 
“dark proton” 

•  “Dark pions” 
unstable, long 
lived
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Dark Pion Lifetime
• Integrate out mediator, match to dark pion current 

• Decay to SM jets (pions)
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With s-channel mediator

• Unbroken flavour symmetries 
‣ some stable dark pions → undercover jets  

• Flavour also for t-channel mediator → later
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Emerging Jets at the LHC
• Production of  

mediator, decay 
to dark quarks 

• Characteristic: 
‣ few/no tracks  

in inner tracker 

• New “emerging”  
jet signature 

• Smoking gun of 
composite hidden 
sectors
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Strategy
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Veto tracks
here!

PS, Stolarski, Weiler, 2015

tracker

calo

(More refined) searches
ongoing at ATLAS/CMS



Reach ATLAS/CMS

• Seems our estimates where not so bad. Thanks CMS, waiting for ATLAS ;)  

• Also sensitive to some RPV SUSY models etc
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Model A, 14 TeV, 3000 fb-1
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Figure 10: Region of lifetime and mediator mass parameter space probed with 100 fb�1 (top
row) and 3000 fb�1 (bottom row) at the 14 TeV LHC. For each model we show 2� (dashed)
and 5� contours (solid) in the MX � c⌧0 plane, assuming a systematic uncertainty of 100% on
the background. The di↵erent colors correspond to requiring E(1 GeV, 0, 3 mm) � 2 (blue) and
E(1 GeV, 0, 100 mm) � 2 (red).
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LHCb opportunities
• Z’ mediator is difficult to trigger at ATLAS/CMS  

Same if dominant production is off-shell  

•  Reconstruct individual dark pions, differentiate  
  using lifetime, mass, decay products 

• Emerging jets without (hard) trigger requirements?
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Final state is  

• 2 QCD jets 

• 2 emerging jets

Cross section is stop-like

� ⇡ few ⇥ �(pp ! t̃1t̃1)

�(M� = 1TeV) ⇡ 10 fb

@ LHC14

pp ! ��† ! q̄ Qd Qd q

Collider Signature
• Pair production of heavy bi-fundamental fields:  

!

• Decay to quark - dark quark pairs 

‣ two QCD-jets 

‣ two “Emerging Jets”:  
dark quarks shower and hadronize in dark sector  
decay back to SM jets with displaced vertices
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Also “Hidden Valley” signature!
Strassler, Zurek, 2007; …!
related: SIMP dark matter!
Bai, Rajaraman, 2011
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Off-shell production

• Total rate: 
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Figure 10: Dark quark invariant mass distribution for di↵erent values of the cut-o↵ ⇤ at the 14 TeV
LHC. The total integrated cross section for the process pp ! QDQ̄D is 14 fb for ⇤ = 5 TeV and 0.9 fb
for ⇤ = 10 TeV.

dominate. Still as far as LHCb is concerned, the e↵ective operator description is su�cient, since only

part of the event is reconstructed, and we are mostly interested in the fraction of events where one or

more dark pions enter the LHCb detector.4

In Fig. 11 we show the fraction of events where one or more dark pions end up in the LHCb

detector. For both benchmark models, about half of all QDQ̄D events have one or more dark pions

in the pseudo-rapidity range of LHCb. Also shown is the momentum distribution of dark pions in

the LHCb detector, where we see that model A produces a harder spectrum, due to the overall larger

mass scale in that model.

Obtaining precise predictions for the decay modes and branching ratios of ⇡D to SM hadrons is

di�cult, since it depends on non-perturbative QCD fragmentation, as well as on the flavour structure

of the couplings. In the PYTHIA implementation, those decays are simulated using the LUND string

fragmentation model [84], which is successful at modelling QCD fragmentation. For dark pion masses

in the few GeV range, exclusive hadronic processes already become rare. Instead in order to get an

idea about the characteristics of the signal, in Fig. 12 we show the multiplicity of prompt (with respect

to the decay vertex) charged tracks from decays of dark pions. We see that up to 10 charged tracks

appear regularly for the case of a 5 GeV dark pion, while fewer tracks are expected for lighter ⇡D.

For the figure we assume 100% decays of dark pions into down quarks. If decays into heavier quarks

4
Additional care would be necessary in order to convert a limit on ⇤ into a bound on the Z0

mass, since that limit

will depend on the couplings and branching ratios of the Z0
as well as on the relative contributions of on and o↵-shell

production of QD, due to the scaling of the produced dark meson number with

p
ŝ.
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5 Prospects at LHCb

Our proposed analyses for the ATLAS and CMS detectors rely on on-shell production of heavy medi-

ators, whose decay give rise to emerging jets. The reach of those searches is limited by the kinematic

reach of the LHC experiment. However even if the mediators are too heavy to be produced directly

at the LHC, dark quark pairs can still be produced through e↵ective operators of the form

L �
1

⇤2
(q̄�qq)(Q̄D�DQD) , (9)

with appropriate Dirac structures �. Above we already made use of such an operator to understand

the decays of dark pions. Events induced by these operators will not necessarily have large HT , so they

might be di�cult to trigger on at ATLAS and CMS. Nevertheless they can lead to sizeable production

rates for dark pions. The idea then would be to search directly for these dark pions in the LHCb

detector, from their decay to SM mesons.

Reconstructed dark pions can be di↵erentiated from SM mesons by their invariant mass, by their

lifetime and by their decay products and branching ratios. While a full simulation is beyond the scope

of this paper, in the following we will estimate the event rate that can be expected at LHCb and

show some kinematic properties of the produced dark pions. For definiteness, we will consider the

operator Ou = 1/⇤2(ū�µu)(Q̄D�
µ
QD), which can originate from integrating out either a Z

0 boson or a

bi-fundamental scalar, as discussed in Sec. 2. Coupling to up-quarks yields the largest cross sections,

which should give the strongest constraints. At the 14 TeV LHC, we find

�(pp ! Q̄DQD) ⇡ 8.2 pb⇥

✓
TeV

⇤

◆4

(10)

Nf , Nc dependence? for the tree level cross section (with a cut of
p
ŝ > 50 GeV), which scales as

1/⇤4, as long as the EFT description is valid. If instead we consider the operator from Eq. (4) with

⇤ = /MXd , the cross section is about a factor 8 smaller due to the smaller down quark pdfs and due

to the chiral structure of the couplings.

When comparing with the direct on-shell production of mediators, a few comments are in order.

First, if we consider a t-channel mediator like Xd, the on and o↵-shell contributions are independent

of each other, and controlled by di↵erent parameters, since the direct production of the mediator is

fully determined by the QCD coupling. While the o↵-shell production of QD pairs can be larger, it

is important to realize that it now has to compete with QCD di-jet production, and it is unclear how

an emerging di-jet signal could be triggered on e�ciently at ATLAS and CMS.

Instead if the operators would originate from integrating out a Z
0 boson, the on-shell production

and e↵ective operator would contribute to the same final state, and direct Z 0 production could easily
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Off-shell production

• Total rate: 
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Figure 10: Dark quark invariant mass distribution for di↵erent values of the cut-o↵ ⇤ at the 14 TeV
LHC. The total integrated cross section for the process pp ! QDQ̄D is 14 fb for ⇤ = 5 TeV and 0.9 fb
for ⇤ = 10 TeV.

dominate. Still as far as LHCb is concerned, the e↵ective operator description is su�cient, since only

part of the event is reconstructed, and we are mostly interested in the fraction of events where one or

more dark pions enter the LHCb detector.4
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Adding flavour
• So far, assumed universal lifetime for dark pions 

• Actually 

• Not all pions are equal:

�14
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S. Renner, PS, JHEP 2018



Note: 

This is a flavour violating ALP! 

With a UV story!



Flavour matters
�16
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Figure 2: Diagram for meson mixing

are the only source of dark chiral symmetry breaking Mass terms are ok as long as all three

Q flavours have the same mass. We cannot allow di↵erent masses without breaking the

symmetry. If there are di↵erent masses, V can’t be rotated away.

An immediate consequence of this is the following: If nd > 3, there is an unbroken

U(nd � 3) symmetry in the dark sector, which makes one or more dark pions stable.1

Therefore, in the following we will restrict ourselves to the case of nd = 3, and leave the

case of flavour stabilised dark pion dark matter for a future study.

What if nd < 3? Does this break SM flavour badly? I guess yes...? Should the

restriction to nd = 3 be done only after looking at the constraints?

The matrix U can be decomposed into three unitary rotation matrices

U = U23U13U12 , (2.4)

where Uij is the matrix that rotates i $ j, so for example U12 can be written like this

U12 =

0

B@
c12 s12e

�i�12 0

�s12e
�i�12 c12 0

0 0 1

1

CA , (2.5)

introducing the mixing angles ✓ij via sij = sin ✓ij , cij = cos ✓ij and CP phases �ij . Fur-

thermore it is convenient to parameterise the diagonal matrix D as follows [3]:

D =
�
3
0

det (�0 · 1 + diag(�1,�2,�(�1 + �2)))

✓
�0 · 1 + diag(�1,�2,�(�1 + �2))

◆
, (2.6)

where the prefactor simply ensures that the norm of the � matrix equals �0, which will

simplify things later. In the limit where D is proportional to the identity matrix, U and

D commute and therefore � / 1 by choosing V = U
†. In other words in this case a full

SU(3) subgroup of the SU(3)d ⇥ SU(3)dark flavour symmetry remains unbroken.

There are two types of flavour observables that constrain �:

1
While this symmetry may be broken by the WZW term, at the lowest order it mediates interactions

between at least five dark pions (since photons don’t couple to dark quarks), so the least suppressed decay

mode of the stable pions will be to 8 SM quarks, suppressed by M�16
� .

3

q Qi

�

q0 Qj

�qi

�⇤

q0j

Figure 3: Diagram for B ! K
(⇤)+ invisible and K ! ⇡+ invisible

• �F = 2 processes, in particular K�K̄ and B�B̄ mixing which receive contributions

from the box diagrams shown in Fig. 2, and depend on the flavour structure of �.

• �F = 1 exotic decays of B and K mesons into dark pions, through a diagram shown

in Fig. 3, which constrain the overall magnitude of � if the dark pion is su�ciently

light.

Let us consider both types of constraints in more detail.

Do we want to put in a discussion of decay modes of the dark pions here? To make

the next section a bit clearer?

2.2 Exotic decays K ! ⇡⇡D and B ! (K,⇡)⇡D

If the dark pions are light enough to be produced in the decays of B and K mesons, and

are stable on detector scales, then strong constraints can be put on the � coupling from

K ! ⇡⌫̄⌫ and B ! (K(⇤)
,⇡)⌫̄⌫ measurements. The decays are induced by the dimension-5

operator
X

m,n
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where i, j are quark flavours and m, n are dark quark flavours. It can be seen from the sum

over dark quark flavours, and the discussion of the structure of � above, that the strength

of this interaction depends only on the overall magnitude of �, as opposed to on the ✓

and � parameters. If we assume that the normalisation is such that tr(�†
�) = �

2
0, then

experimental limits can be phrased as bounds on �
2
0f⇡D/m

2
X . Using Ref. [4], the strongest

current bounds are given in Table 1.

These bounds of course only apply if the dark pions are stable on detector scales, hence

mimicking neutrinos in the relevant experiments. The question is then whether there is

an allowed region for large �
2
0f⇡D/m

2
X in which the dark pions decay quickly enough to be

unconstrained by these limits. But it turns out that if �2
0f⇡D/m

2
X becomes large enough

that the proper decay length c⌧0 of the dark pions is of order of metres or below, the decays

producing dark pions are already contributing more than ⇠20% of the total b-hadron decay

width. ...is this convincing enough? add another sentence in any case
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Figure 3: Diagram for B ! K
(⇤)+ invisible and K ! ⇡+ invisible

• �F = 2 processes, in particular K�K̄ and B�B̄ mixing which receive contributions

from the box diagrams shown in Fig. 2, and depend on the flavour structure of �.

• �F = 1 exotic decays of B and K mesons into dark pions, through a diagram shown

in Fig. 3, which constrain the overall magnitude of � if the dark pion is su�ciently

light.

Let us consider both types of constraints in more detail.

Do we want to put in a discussion of decay modes of the dark pions here? To make

the next section a bit clearer?

2.2 Exotic decays K ! ⇡⇡D and B ! (K,⇡)⇡D

If the dark pions are light enough to be produced in the decays of B and K mesons, and

are stable on detector scales, then strong constraints can be put on the � coupling from

K ! ⇡⌫̄⌫ and B ! (K(⇤)
,⇡)⌫̄⌫ measurements. The decays are induced by the dimension-5

operator
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where i, j are quark flavours and m, n are dark quark flavours. It can be seen from the sum

over dark quark flavours, and the discussion of the structure of � above, that the strength

of this interaction depends only on the overall magnitude of �, as opposed to on the ✓

and � parameters. If we assume that the normalisation is such that tr(�†
�) = �

2
0, then

experimental limits can be phrased as bounds on �
2
0f⇡D/m

2
X . Using Ref. [4], the strongest

current bounds are given in Table 1.

These bounds of course only apply if the dark pions are stable on detector scales, hence

mimicking neutrinos in the relevant experiments. The question is then whether there is

an allowed region for large �
2
0f⇡D/m

2
X in which the dark pions decay quickly enough to be

unconstrained by these limits. But it turns out that if �2
0f⇡D/m

2
X becomes large enough

that the proper decay length c⌧0 of the dark pions is of order of metres or below, the decays

producing dark pions are already contributing more than ⇠20% of the total b-hadron decay

width. ...is this convincing enough? add another sentence in any case
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�F = 1

If dark pions are stable on detector scales, can have e.g. B ! K+
invisible or K ! ⇡+ invisible

di Qn

dj

Q̄m

Operator for di ! dj⇡D :

Operator for di ! djQ̄mQn:

Sum over m, n =) amplitude only depends on D (not on ✓ij)

Sophie Renner JGU Mainz Emerging jets with flavour 13 / 24

�F = 2

Meson mixing can be induced by exchange of X and Qs:

q
Qi

q0

X X

q0
Qj

q

Absent in limit where D = �0�ij (⌘ � / unitary):

Sophie Renner JGU Mainz Emerging jets with flavour 15 / 24
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Rare decays
• Allows rare decays  

• Strongest close to  
thresholds:  
                   wins over 

• Don’t vanish in flavour symmetric limit!
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Figure 3: Diagram for B ! K
(⇤)+ invisible and K ! ⇡+ invisible

• �F = 2 processes, in particular K�K̄ and B�B̄ mixing which receive contributions

from the box diagrams shown in Fig. 2, and depend on the flavour structure of �.

• �F = 1 exotic decays of B and K mesons into dark pions, through a diagram shown

in Fig. 3, which constrain the overall magnitude of � if the dark pion is su�ciently

light.

Let us consider both types of constraints in more detail.

Do we want to put in a discussion of decay modes of the dark pions here? To make

the next section a bit clearer?

2.2 Exotic decays K ! ⇡⇡D and B ! (K,⇡)⇡D

If the dark pions are light enough to be produced in the decays of B and K mesons, and

are stable on detector scales, then strong constraints can be put on the � coupling from

K ! ⇡⌫̄⌫ and B ! (K(⇤)
,⇡)⌫̄⌫ measurements. The decays are induced by the dimension-5

operator
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⌘
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where i, j are quark flavours and m, n are dark quark flavours. It can be seen from the sum

over dark quark flavours, and the discussion of the structure of � above, that the strength

of this interaction depends only on the overall magnitude of �, as opposed to on the ✓

and � parameters. If we assume that the normalisation is such that tr(�†
�) = �

2
0, then

experimental limits can be phrased as bounds on �
2
0f⇡D/m

2
X . Using Ref. [4], the strongest

current bounds are given in Table 1.

These bounds of course only apply if the dark pions are stable on detector scales, hence

mimicking neutrinos in the relevant experiments. The question is then whether there is

an allowed region for large �
2
0f⇡D/m

2
X in which the dark pions decay quickly enough to be

unconstrained by these limits. But it turns out that if �2
0f⇡D/m

2
X becomes large enough

that the proper decay length c⌧0 of the dark pions is of order of metres or below, the decays

producing dark pions are already contributing more than ⇠20% of the total b-hadron decay

width. ...is this convincing enough? add another sentence in any case
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great resource:
Kamenik, Smith, 2011
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If dark pions are stable on detector scales, can have e.g. B ! K+
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Operator for di ! dj⇡D :

Operator for di ! djQ̄mQn:

Sum over m, n =) amplitude only depends on D (not on ✓ij)
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Figure 4: This would look nicer on a log scale. I know - but mathematica doesnt do

regionplots on log scales. Any ideas? I can try with pyplot

calculation), and similarly for cases where the 13 or 23 components of D are degenerate.

Thus the �F = 2 constraints can be satisfied if either all Uij are small or if only those Uij

are large for which the corresponding entries in D are almost degenerate.

Compared with the analysis of [3], an additional complication in evaluating the numer-

ical constraints coming from neutral meson mixing is that dark gluons can be exchanged

between the Q and � fields in Fig. 2. Since ⇤d is often above the QCD scale, this introduces

a large non-perturbative uncertainty. What do we do about this? Just say that we leave

room for a factor 2 correction and thus weaken our bounds by that much? This seems a

sensible plan to me. I will do this for the bounds plots.

Got up to here - PS

2.4 Up portal

???

2.5 Comparison with s-channel portals

(maybe this is only needed later, when we discuss the lifetimes (and stability) of dark pions

3 Dark Mesonology

We will assume a hierarchy mQD < ⇤D. This implies that the Goldstone bosons (dark

pions) are parametrically lighter than other composite mesons, and that the all heavier

6

Bounds from rare decays�F = 1 constraints
[Calculated using formulae from Kamenik & Smith 2011]

f⇡D = m⇡D , mX = 1 TeV. Assuming �1,�2 ⌧ �0 so D ⇡ �0 · 1
Sophie Renner JGU Mainz Emerging jets with flavour 14 / 24

• Best bound 
on couplings 
for very  
light dark 
pions 

• Dark pion  
production 
in fixed  
target expts!
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Emerging Jets v2
�19

Figure 8: Average visible energy (defined as the energy transferred to SM states when

dark pions decay) as a function of transverse distance from the interaction point at the 14

TeV LHC. The flavour scenarios corresponding to the di↵erent lines are outlined in Table 3

and described in the text. On the right we show, in addition, the fraction of energy in

heavy flavours (b-jets) as dashed lines. The parameters chosen here are m⇡D = 20 GeV,

fD = m⇡D , 0=0.09, mX = 1 TeV.

length at which many b-flavoured hadrons will emerge, and a longer length at which mostly

light- and strange-flavoured hadrons will emerge.

This behaviour can be seen in Figure 8. Here we demonstrate the dependence on the

flavour scenario of the “emerging” nature of the jet at the 14 TeV LHC, by plotting the

average “visible energy” — meaning the energy transferred to SM states when the dark

pions decay — against the transverse distance from the beamline in millimetres. The energy

is normalised to the total energy carried by dark pions in the dark jet. The parameters

chosen are m⇡D = 20 GeV, 0 = 0.09, which lead to dark jets with decay lengths of the

order of LHC detector scales. It can be seen most clearly for the “aligned” scenario that

there are two rather di↵erent decay lengths, such that although many decays occur between

centimetre to metre scales, by around 1m the number of decays has levelled o↵ at a point

where only ⇠ 75% of the energy carried by the dark pions has been converted into SM

particles. The remaining dark pions have a longer decay length and will decay outside the

detector – in fact the visible energy can be seen to begin to grow again at distances of

order 10m. As discussed above, this is characteristic of flavour scenarios in which some

dark pions are prevented from decaying to b quarks.

In the plot on the right hand side of Figure 8, the dotted lines represent the visible

energy carried by b quarks. It can be seen from the slopes of these lines (again, most

clearly for the “aligned” scenario) that the decays involving b quarks are responsible for

the shorter decay lengths within the dark jet, since they reach a maximum and level o↵

over centimetre to metre length scales, while other decays continue to occur up to tens of

metres and beyond.

– 17 –
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DM/EJ region
• Percentage of 

energy deposited 
in Calos (avg, 
large fluctuations) 

• EJ best region 

• Direct detection 
bounds and 
future reach
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Fixed target
• My simplified NA62/SHiP: 

• Leading channels:                    ,  

• No      , probe of CP nature of  

�21

p

target
dump decay 

volume

⇡D ! SM

1018 1011 106 10?

B ! K⇡D

⇡D ! ⇡K ⇡D ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0

⇡⇡ ⇡D

detector

S. Renner, PS, JHEP 2018



Fixed target reach
• Including  

bounds  
from  
cosmology

�22
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Summary
• “Dark QCD” motivated in many BSM scenarios, in 

particular: DM and Naturalness 

• Emerging jets are smoking gun, good prospects for 
ATLAS/CMS 

‣ Test TeV scale mediators without MET or Leptons 

• Flavour adds new dimension to emerging jets 
phenomenology 

• Interesting opportunity for fixed  
target experiments 

• More studies of dark showers to  
understand what can be learned? 

�23
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Particles and symmetries
�25

Symmetries and particles

Ldark � i Q̄i /@Qi +M2Q̄iQi + �ijQ̄iPRdjX

Ansatz: 3 dark quark flavours Qi

U(3)L ⇥ U(3)R ! SU(3)V ⇥ U(1)B

=) 8 DARK PIONS

Lightest baryon “dark proton”
Charged under U(1)B =) stable

Dark quark flavour symmetry broken only by �ij

Sophie Renner JGU Mainz Emerging jets with flavour 7 / 24



Dark Pion Lifetime
�26

Dark Pion Lifetime

q
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⇡d

�(⇡d ! d̄d) ⇡
f2
⇡d
m2

d

32⇡M4
Xd

m⇡d

c⌧ ⇡ 5 cm⇥
✓
1 GeV

f⇡d

◆2 ✓100 MeV

md

◆2 ✓1 GeV

m⇡d

◆✓
MXd

1 TeV

◆4

1

M2
X

Q�µQ d̄R�
µdR

Use chiral Lagrangian to estimate

Decay in LHC detectors!



Flavour constraints
• Parameterise 

• For degenerate dark quark masses, can absorb V 

• If           , SM flavour symmetry unbroken 

• Write 

�27

� = UDV

unitary

diagonal

D / 1

q
Qi

q0

� �

q0
Qj

q

�qi �⇤

q0i

�⇤

q0j �qj

Figure 2: Diagram for meson mixing

are the only source of dark chiral symmetry breaking Mass terms are ok as long as all three

Q flavours have the same mass. We cannot allow di↵erent masses without breaking the

symmetry. If there are di↵erent masses, V can’t be rotated away.

An immediate consequence of this is the following: If nd > 3, there is an unbroken

U(nd � 3) symmetry in the dark sector, which makes one or more dark pions stable.1

Therefore, in the following we will restrict ourselves to the case of nd = 3, and leave the

case of flavour stabilised dark pion dark matter for a future study.

What if nd < 3? Does this break SM flavour badly? I guess yes...? Should the

restriction to nd = 3 be done only after looking at the constraints?

The matrix U can be decomposed into three unitary rotation matrices

U = U23U13U12 , (2.4)

where Uij is the matrix that rotates i $ j, so for example U12 can be written like this

U12 =

0

B@
c12 s12e

�i�12 0

�s12e
�i�12 c12 0

0 0 1

1

CA , (2.5)

introducing the mixing angles ✓ij via sij = sin ✓ij , cij = cos ✓ij and CP phases �ij . Fur-

thermore it is convenient to parameterise the diagonal matrix D as follows [3]:

D =

✓
�0 · 1 + diag(�1,�2,�(�1 + �2))

◆
, (2.6)

In the limit whereD is proportional to the identity matrix, U andD commute and therefore

� / 1 by choosing V = U
†. In other words in this case a full SU(3) subgroup of the

SU(3)d ⇥ SU(3)dark flavour symmetry remains unbroken.

There are two types of flavour observables that constrain �:

1
While this symmetry may be broken by the WZW term, at the lowest order it mediates interactions

between at least five dark pions (since photons don’t couple to dark quarks), so the least suppressed decay

mode of the stable pions will be to 8 SM quarks, suppressed by M�16
� .

3

Parameterisation from
Agrawal, Blanke, 
Gemmler, 2014

S. Renner, PS, in progress



ΔF=2

• Absent in                  limit!

�28
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Figure 2: Diagram for meson mixing

are the only source of dark chiral symmetry breaking Mass terms are ok as long as all three

Q flavours have the same mass. We cannot allow di↵erent masses without breaking the

symmetry. If there are di↵erent masses, V can’t be rotated away.

An immediate consequence of this is the following: If nd > 3, there is an unbroken

U(nd � 3) symmetry in the dark sector, which makes one or more dark pions stable.1

Therefore, in the following we will restrict ourselves to the case of nd = 3, and leave the

case of flavour stabilised dark pion dark matter for a future study.

What if nd < 3? Does this break SM flavour badly? I guess yes...? Should the

restriction to nd = 3 be done only after looking at the constraints?

The matrix U can be decomposed into three unitary rotation matrices

U = U23U13U12 , (2.4)

where Uij is the matrix that rotates i $ j, so for example U12 can be written like this

U12 =

0

B@
c12 s12e

�i�12 0

�s12e
�i�12 c12 0

0 0 1

1

CA , (2.5)

introducing the mixing angles ✓ij via sij = sin ✓ij , cij = cos ✓ij and CP phases �ij . Fur-

thermore it is convenient to parameterise the diagonal matrix D as follows [3]:

D =
�
3
0

det (�0 · 1 + diag(�1,�2,�(�1 + �2)))

✓
�0 · 1 + diag(�1,�2,�(�1 + �2))

◆
, (2.6)

where the prefactor simply ensures that the norm of the � matrix equals �0, which will

simplify things later. In the limit where D is proportional to the identity matrix, U and

D commute and therefore � / 1 by choosing V = U
†. In other words in this case a full

SU(3) subgroup of the SU(3)d ⇥ SU(3)dark flavour symmetry remains unbroken.

There are two types of flavour observables that constrain �:

1
While this symmetry may be broken by the WZW term, at the lowest order it mediates interactions

between at least five dark pions (since photons don’t couple to dark quarks), so the least suppressed decay

mode of the stable pions will be to 8 SM quarks, suppressed by M�16
� .

3

Measurement or Bound (in TeV�1) on

Observable measured bound �
2
0f⇡D/m

2
X m

max
⇡D

Ref.

B(K+
! ⇡

+
⌫̄⌫) (1.73+1.15

�1.05)⇥ 10�10
< 9.8⇥ 10�10 2m⇡ (exp. cut) [9]

B(B0
! ⇡

0
⌫̄⌫) < 6.9⇥ 10�5

< 1.1⇥ 10�5
mB �m⇡ [10]*

B(B+
! K

+
⌫̄⌫) < 1.6⇥ 10�5

< 6.4⇥ 10�6
mB �mK [11]*

Table 1: Bounds on the parameters of the model from semi-invisible meson decays, found

from the results of Ref. [4]. Experimental upper bounds are given at 90% CL. These

constraints only apply if the dark pion is kinematically accessible in decays, however the

maximum accessible mass mmax
⇡D

given here is indicative only, as the bounds were calculated

assuming m⇡D = 0. In cases where newer experimental results than those used in Ref. [4]

have become available, the bounds have been rescaled and there is an asterisk next to the

experimental reference.

Taking f⇡D = m⇡D and mX = 1 TeV, the excluded regions are shown in Fig. 4. While

these constraints severely limit the magnitude of � in the case of low confinement scales in

the dark sector, there are some welcome consequences. First, in coming years, the NA62

experiment will measure B(K+
! ⇡

+
⌫̄⌫) to within 10% of the SM value [5], while Belle II

should be sensitive to the SM B ! K
(⇤)

⌫̄⌫ branching ratios at 30% accuracy with 50ab�1

of data [6–8]. These will provide opportunities to either discover or further constrain the

model. The projected reach of these measurements is shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore heavy

flavour mesons are produced ubiquitously at fixed target experiments, and therefore these

decays can contribute to the total dark pion yield. In fact they will turn out to be the

dominant source of dark pions in the region of parameter space where those decays are

allowed, as we discuss in more detail in Sec. ??.

2.3 Meson mixing constraints

From Fig. 2 we can read o↵ that the contribution to meson mixing are proportional to

(assuming equal masses for all dark quarks):
 

3X

i=1

�qi�
⇤
q0i

!2

, (2.8)

with e.g. q = s and q
0 = d for Kaon mixing and q = b, q0 = (s, d) for neutral B meson

mixing. It is easy to see that this contribution vanishes in the flavour universal limit,

�1 = �2 = 0:
 

3X

i=1

�qi�
⇤
q0i

!2

=
⇣
[UD(UD)†]qq0

⌘2
= �

4
0

⇣
[UU

†]qq0
⌘2

= 0 for q 6= q
0, (2.9)

leaving �0 unconstrained in this case.2 Away from the universal limit, one can see that e.g.

if �1 = �2, the dependence of the mixing amplitude on U12 drops out (see Appendix for full

2
The coupling to the first generation quarks is also constrained by measurements of angular correlations

in di-jet events at LHC [], however in general for TeV scale � order one couplings are still allowed.

5

D = �0 · 1

S. Renner, PS, in progress



Figure 4: This would look nicer on a log scale. I know - but mathematica doesnt do

regionplots on log scales. Any ideas? I can try with pyplot

calculation), and similarly for cases where the 13 or 23 components of D are degenerate.

Thus the �F = 2 constraints can be satisfied if either all Uij are small or if only those Uij

are large for which the corresponding entries in D are almost degenerate.

Compared with the analysis of [3], an additional complication in evaluating the numer-

ical constraints coming from neutral meson mixing is that dark gluons can be exchanged

between the Q and � fields in Fig. 2. Since ⇤d is often above the QCD scale, this introduces

a large non-perturbative uncertainty. What do we do about this? Just say that we leave

room for a factor 2 correction and thus weaken our bounds by that much? This seems a

sensible plan to me. I will do this for the bounds plots.

Got up to here - PS

2.4 Up portal

???

2.5 Comparison with s-channel portals

(maybe this is only needed later, when we discuss the lifetimes (and stability) of dark pions

3 Dark Mesonology

We will assume a hierarchy mQD < ⇤D. This implies that the Goldstone bosons (dark

pions) are parametrically lighter than other composite mesons, and that the all heavier

6

ΔF=1�F = 1 constraints
[Calculated using formulae from Kamenik & Smith 2011]

f⇡D = m⇡D , mX = 1 TeV. Assuming �1,�2 ⌧ �0 so D ⇡ �0 · 1
Sophie Renner JGU Mainz Emerging jets with flavour 14 / 24
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LHCb opportunities
• Z’ mediator is difficult to trigger at ATLAS/CMS  

Same if dominant production is off-shell  

•  Reconstruct individual dark pions, differentiate  
  using lifetime, mass, decay products 

• Emerging jets without (hard) trigger requirements?

�30

q

q

qD

qD

DANIEL STOLARSKI     October 3, 2014      ATLAS Kickoff

HEAVY MEDIATOR

6

Final state is  

• 2 QCD jets 

• 2 emerging jets

Cross section is stop-like

� ⇡ few ⇥ �(pp ! t̃1t̃1)

�(M� = 1TeV) ⇡ 10 fb

@ LHC14

pp ! ��† ! q̄ Qd Qd q

Collider Signature
• Pair production of heavy bi-fundamental fields:  

!

• Decay to quark - dark quark pairs 

‣ two QCD-jets 

‣ two “Emerging Jets”:  
dark quarks shower and hadronize in dark sector  
decay back to SM jets with displaced vertices

16

�q

q̄ �⇤

Also “Hidden Valley” signature!
Strassler, Zurek, 2007; …!
related: SIMP dark matter!
Bai, Rajaraman, 2011

q

q

qD

qD

Z 0

PS, Stolarski, Weiler, in progress



Off-shell production

• Total rate: 
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Figure 10: Dark quark invariant mass distribution for di↵erent values of the cut-o↵ ⇤ at the 14 TeV
LHC. The total integrated cross section for the process pp ! QDQ̄D is 14 fb for ⇤ = 5 TeV and 0.9 fb
for ⇤ = 10 TeV.

dominate. Still as far as LHCb is concerned, the e↵ective operator description is su�cient, since only

part of the event is reconstructed, and we are mostly interested in the fraction of events where one or

more dark pions enter the LHCb detector.4

In Fig. 11 we show the fraction of events where one or more dark pions end up in the LHCb

detector. For both benchmark models, about half of all QDQ̄D events have one or more dark pions

in the pseudo-rapidity range of LHCb. Also shown is the momentum distribution of dark pions in

the LHCb detector, where we see that model A produces a harder spectrum, due to the overall larger

mass scale in that model.

Obtaining precise predictions for the decay modes and branching ratios of ⇡D to SM hadrons is

di�cult, since it depends on non-perturbative QCD fragmentation, as well as on the flavour structure

of the couplings. In the PYTHIA implementation, those decays are simulated using the LUND string

fragmentation model [84], which is successful at modelling QCD fragmentation. For dark pion masses

in the few GeV range, exclusive hadronic processes already become rare. Instead in order to get an

idea about the characteristics of the signal, in Fig. 12 we show the multiplicity of prompt (with respect

to the decay vertex) charged tracks from decays of dark pions. We see that up to 10 charged tracks

appear regularly for the case of a 5 GeV dark pion, while fewer tracks are expected for lighter ⇡D.

For the figure we assume 100% decays of dark pions into down quarks. If decays into heavier quarks

4
Additional care would be necessary in order to convert a limit on ⇤ into a bound on the Z0

mass, since that limit

will depend on the couplings and branching ratios of the Z0
as well as on the relative contributions of on and o↵-shell

production of QD, due to the scaling of the produced dark meson number with

p
ŝ.
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5 Prospects at LHCb

Our proposed analyses for the ATLAS and CMS detectors rely on on-shell production of heavy medi-

ators, whose decay give rise to emerging jets. The reach of those searches is limited by the kinematic

reach of the LHC experiment. However even if the mediators are too heavy to be produced directly

at the LHC, dark quark pairs can still be produced through e↵ective operators of the form

L �
1

⇤2
(q̄�qq)(Q̄D�DQD) , (9)

with appropriate Dirac structures �. Above we already made use of such an operator to understand

the decays of dark pions. Events induced by these operators will not necessarily have large HT , so they

might be di�cult to trigger on at ATLAS and CMS. Nevertheless they can lead to sizeable production

rates for dark pions. The idea then would be to search directly for these dark pions in the LHCb

detector, from their decay to SM mesons.

Reconstructed dark pions can be di↵erentiated from SM mesons by their invariant mass, by their

lifetime and by their decay products and branching ratios. While a full simulation is beyond the scope

of this paper, in the following we will estimate the event rate that can be expected at LHCb and

show some kinematic properties of the produced dark pions. For definiteness, we will consider the

operator Ou = 1/⇤2(ū�µu)(Q̄D�
µ
QD), which can originate from integrating out either a Z

0 boson or a

bi-fundamental scalar, as discussed in Sec. 2. Coupling to up-quarks yields the largest cross sections,

which should give the strongest constraints. At the 14 TeV LHC, we find

�(pp ! Q̄DQD) ⇡ 8.2 pb⇥

✓
TeV

⇤

◆4

(10)

Nf , Nc dependence? for the tree level cross section (with a cut of
p
ŝ > 50 GeV), which scales as

1/⇤4, as long as the EFT description is valid. If instead we consider the operator from Eq. (4) with

⇤ = /MXd , the cross section is about a factor 8 smaller due to the smaller down quark pdfs and due

to the chiral structure of the couplings.

When comparing with the direct on-shell production of mediators, a few comments are in order.

First, if we consider a t-channel mediator like Xd, the on and o↵-shell contributions are independent

of each other, and controlled by di↵erent parameters, since the direct production of the mediator is

fully determined by the QCD coupling. While the o↵-shell production of QD pairs can be larger, it

is important to realize that it now has to compete with QCD di-jet production, and it is unclear how

an emerging di-jet signal could be triggered on e�ciently at ATLAS and CMS.

Instead if the operators would originate from integrating out a Z
0 boson, the on-shell production

and e↵ective operator would contribute to the same final state, and direct Z 0 production could easily
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Forward region

• Fraction of all signal 
events with N dark 
pions in  

• Momentum (not pT) 
distribution of dark 
pions in 
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Figure 11: Left: Fraction of QDQ̄D events with N⇡D dark pions inside the LHCb detector. About
45% of all events have at least one dark pion in LHCb, and almost 30% have three or more. Right:
Momentum distribution of dark pions in the LHCb detector.

would dominate, we would instead to find fewer charged tracks, since for example charged Kaons can

carry away a larger fraction of the particle’s rest mass.

The trigger thresholds at LHCb [87] are very loose when compared with ATLAS or CMS. At the

level of the hardware trigger L0, a deposition of transverse energy ET of 3.7 GeV in the hadronic

calorimeter or 3 GeV in the electromagnetic calorimeter are required. Next the high level triggers

start with the reconstruction of tracks in the vertex locator (VELO). In total a few tracks in the

VELO and a moderate energy deposit in the calorimeters are enough for events to be recorded and

analyzed.5 We can therefore expect that most events with one or more dark pions can be captured.

Events with three or more reconstructed displaced dark pions might look su�ciently di↵erent from

QCD backgrounds for the search to be background free. Then if we assume a reconstruction e�ciency

of 10%, with 20 fb�1 one could probe cross sections for �(pp ! Q̄DQD) as low as 10 fb, corresponding

to scales ⇤ ⇠ 5 TeV. While this is just a very crude estimate, the reach seems promising enough to

warrant a more careful analysis.

6 Sensitivity to other long lived new physics scenarios

Long lived particles decaying with displaced vertices are well motivated in many extensions of the SM.

A well known example is the case of R-parity violating (RPV) supersymmetry [73]. There the LSP is

allowed to decay to SM particles, however bounds from non-observation of baryon and lepton number

violation typically constrain the involved couplings to be tiny, such that their decay length can be

5
We would like to thank Victor Coco for discussion on these points.
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Decay characteristics

• Number of charged tracks from dark pion decays 

• Also depend on flavour structure - some more work!
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Figure 12: Multiplicity of charged tracks in ⇡D decays, assuming 100% decay to down quarks, and
with the fragmentation process simulated using PYTHIA.

macroscopic.

Other more recent examples where displaced decays are motivated include... Long lived Higgs [56,

69,70] or late Higgs production [74], Baryogenesis [73,75], keV dark matter [76], heavy neutrinos [71]

and right-handed sneutrinos [77].

When considering a specific model, a dedicated search will most likely deliver optimal results. For

instance, if muons are likely to appear in the final state, those can be used for triggering purposes and

to suppress backgrounds. On the other hand, given the variety of models on the market, it is also

desirable to have searches which are more model independent, and thus will allow one to place bounds

on multiple new physics scenarios.

In the following we will demonstrate that the emerging jet analysis can easily be used to obtain

bounds on other new physics scenarios with displaced decays, even if their signature will appear

di↵erent at first sight. As an example, we will use a supersymmetric scenario where the neutralino

LSP decays through a UDD type RPV operator.

Add more details if we decide to keep this

7 Conclusions

Awesome work :)
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Very very (very) rough estimate
• 20 inverse fb 

• Assume that events with 3 or more reconstructed 
dark pions are significantly different from QCD (i.e. 
no background) 

• 10% reconstruction efficiency 

➡ Sensitivity to               , corresponds to  

�34

� = 8 fb ⇤ ⇡ 5 TeV
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Reach ATLAS/CMS

• Optimistic scenario (no non-collisional BGs) 

• Also sensitive to some RPV SUSY models etc
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Model A, 14 TeV, 3000 fb-1
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Figure 10: Region of lifetime and mediator mass parameter space probed with 100 fb�1 (top
row) and 3000 fb�1 (bottom row) at the 14 TeV LHC. For each model we show 2� (dashed)
and 5� contours (solid) in the MX � c⌧0 plane, assuming a systematic uncertainty of 100% on
the background. The di↵erent colors correspond to requiring E(1 GeV, 0, 3 mm) � 2 (blue) and
E(1 GeV, 0, 100 mm) � 2 (red).
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Models
• High scale (above M): 

‣ Bifundamental scalars     and fermions 

‣ Quarks    and dark quarks 

‣ Also allow (dark) coloured scalars 

• Below M: Only    and        

• Example (with                ): 
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� Y

q QD

q QD

NF,d = 7

A)Specific)Model)

•  7)QCD)fermions)
•  2)QCD)scalars)
•  7)dQCD)fermions)
•  1)dQCD)scalar)
•  2)joint)fermions)
•  1)joint)scalar)

•  Fixed)points:)
)

•  DM)mass:)

↵⇤
s = 0.090 ↵⇤

d = 0.168

M = 870 GeV

MDM ⇡ 3.5 GeV

DM)mass)esRmate:)

↵d(⇤dQCD) ⌘ ⇡

4
MDM ⇡ 1.5 ⇤ ⇤dQCD

�

Y1,2

Xi

↵⇤
c = 0.090 ↵⇤

d = 0.168
MDM ⇡ 3.5 GeV



Asymmetry
• Produce asymmetry in bi-fundamentals from heavy 

particle decay (à la Leptogenesis) 

• Decay to quarks and dark quarks (color 
conservation) ➞ equal B and D 

• Including sphalerons:  

• For example model: 
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Baryon)and)Dark)Asymmetries)

•  Per)unit)asymmetry,)get)two)units)of)(BmL))and)
one)unit)of)dark)Baryon)number)

•  Arer)EW)Sphalerons:)

•  Energy)densiRes:)

|nD|
nB

=
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⇡ 7
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Baryon)and)Dark)Asymmetries)

•  Per)unit)asymmetry,)get)two)units)of)(BmL))and)
one)unit)of)dark)Baryon)number)

•  Arer)EW)Sphalerons:)

•  Energy)densiRes:)

|nD|
nB

=
79

56
⇡ 7

5

⇢DM

⇢B
=

7

5

3.5 GeV

0.94 GeV
⇡ 5 “naturally”



Features
• Relic density fine, without direct detection trouble 

• Symmetric component annihilation: 
‣                            very efficient 

‣                     transfers entropy back to SM  

• DM self interaction mediated by dark pions, might 
help with structure formation issues

�38

pDp̄D ! ⇡D⇡D

⇡D ! SM

Generic properties of “dark QCD” models 
worth studying their phenomenology!



ΔF=2

• Absent in                  limit!
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Figure 2: Diagram for meson mixing

are the only source of dark chiral symmetry breaking Mass terms are ok as long as all three

Q flavours have the same mass. We cannot allow di↵erent masses without breaking the

symmetry. If there are di↵erent masses, V can’t be rotated away.

An immediate consequence of this is the following: If nd > 3, there is an unbroken

U(nd � 3) symmetry in the dark sector, which makes one or more dark pions stable.1

Therefore, in the following we will restrict ourselves to the case of nd = 3, and leave the

case of flavour stabilised dark pion dark matter for a future study.

What if nd < 3? Does this break SM flavour badly? I guess yes...? Should the

restriction to nd = 3 be done only after looking at the constraints?

The matrix U can be decomposed into three unitary rotation matrices

U = U23U13U12 , (2.4)

where Uij is the matrix that rotates i $ j, so for example U12 can be written like this

U12 =

0

B@
c12 s12e

�i�12 0

�s12e
�i�12 c12 0

0 0 1

1

CA , (2.5)

introducing the mixing angles ✓ij via sij = sin ✓ij , cij = cos ✓ij and CP phases �ij . Fur-

thermore it is convenient to parameterise the diagonal matrix D as follows [3]:

D =
�
3
0

det (�0 · 1 + diag(�1,�2,�(�1 + �2)))

✓
�0 · 1 + diag(�1,�2,�(�1 + �2))

◆
, (2.6)

where the prefactor simply ensures that the norm of the � matrix equals �0, which will

simplify things later. In the limit where D is proportional to the identity matrix, U and

D commute and therefore � / 1 by choosing V = U
†. In other words in this case a full

SU(3) subgroup of the SU(3)d ⇥ SU(3)dark flavour symmetry remains unbroken.

There are two types of flavour observables that constrain �:

1
While this symmetry may be broken by the WZW term, at the lowest order it mediates interactions

between at least five dark pions (since photons don’t couple to dark quarks), so the least suppressed decay

mode of the stable pions will be to 8 SM quarks, suppressed by M�16
� .

3

Measurement or Bound (in TeV�1) on

Observable measured bound �
2
0f⇡D/m

2
X m

max
⇡D

Ref.

B(K+
! ⇡

+
⌫̄⌫) (1.73+1.15

�1.05)⇥ 10�10
< 9.8⇥ 10�10 2m⇡ (exp. cut) [9]

B(B0
! ⇡

0
⌫̄⌫) < 6.9⇥ 10�5

< 1.1⇥ 10�5
mB �m⇡ [10]*

B(B+
! K

+
⌫̄⌫) < 1.6⇥ 10�5

< 6.4⇥ 10�6
mB �mK [11]*

Table 1: Bounds on the parameters of the model from semi-invisible meson decays, found

from the results of Ref. [4]. Experimental upper bounds are given at 90% CL. These

constraints only apply if the dark pion is kinematically accessible in decays, however the

maximum accessible mass mmax
⇡D

given here is indicative only, as the bounds were calculated

assuming m⇡D = 0. In cases where newer experimental results than those used in Ref. [4]

have become available, the bounds have been rescaled and there is an asterisk next to the

experimental reference.

Taking f⇡D = m⇡D and mX = 1 TeV, the excluded regions are shown in Fig. 4. While

these constraints severely limit the magnitude of � in the case of low confinement scales in

the dark sector, there are some welcome consequences. First, in coming years, the NA62

experiment will measure B(K+
! ⇡

+
⌫̄⌫) to within 10% of the SM value [5], while Belle II

should be sensitive to the SM B ! K
(⇤)

⌫̄⌫ branching ratios at 30% accuracy with 50ab�1

of data [6–8]. These will provide opportunities to either discover or further constrain the

model. The projected reach of these measurements is shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore heavy

flavour mesons are produced ubiquitously at fixed target experiments, and therefore these

decays can contribute to the total dark pion yield. In fact they will turn out to be the

dominant source of dark pions in the region of parameter space where those decays are

allowed, as we discuss in more detail in Sec. ??.

2.3 Meson mixing constraints

From Fig. 2 we can read o↵ that the contribution to meson mixing are proportional to

(assuming equal masses for all dark quarks):
 

3X

i=1

�qi�
⇤
q0i

!2

, (2.8)

with e.g. q = s and q
0 = d for Kaon mixing and q = b, q0 = (s, d) for neutral B meson

mixing. It is easy to see that this contribution vanishes in the flavour universal limit,

�1 = �2 = 0:
 

3X

i=1

�qi�
⇤
q0i

!2

=
⇣
[UD(UD)†]qq0

⌘2
= �

4
0

⇣
[UU

†]qq0
⌘2

= 0 for q 6= q
0, (2.9)

leaving �0 unconstrained in this case.2 Away from the universal limit, one can see that e.g.

if �1 = �2, the dependence of the mixing amplitude on U12 drops out (see Appendix for full

2
The coupling to the first generation quarks is also constrained by measurements of angular correlations

in di-jet events at LHC [], however in general for TeV scale � order one couplings are still allowed.

5

D = �0 · 1
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ΔF=2
• Otherwise  

bounds on  
mixing 
matrix
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Figure 6: Fraction of undecayed dark pions in the jet as a function of transverse distance

from the interaction point,for the aligned scenario and with m⇡D = 10 GeV.
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Figure 7: Reproducing figure 5 of 1405.6709, but with parameters as given in the text
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U = U12U13U23

⇠ �1

�F = 2 constraints

� = U12U23U13D
�ij ⌘ |Dii � Djj |
�0 = 1
mX = 1 TeV

[Calculated using formulae from Agrawal & al. 1405.6709, data on Bs and K mixing from UTFit]
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